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What is this document
On November 6th, 2018, 100 people representing employers, funders, residents,
employment organizations, social services, trainers and unions met for a full day to
explore workforce development pathways, and how we can collectively improve the
capacity for local people to benefit from jobs being created through public spending in
institutions and on infrastructure projects
This document summarizes the cross sector discussions on what works, what doesn’t
work, and what the East Scarborough Storefront and its partners should focus on for the
next several years in order to create effective workforce development pathways
Overall Conclusions
Overall, the biggest strength in East Scarborough is the networked approach to
collaboration. There are also clear examples of promising practices in specific training
models and some good access to training and wrap around supports.
Despite collaboration being strong in East Scarborough, many of challenges continue
to stem from a fragmented system. There was consensus that the disconnect between
jobs being created, people knowing about those jobs and access the right training for
those jobs represents the number one challenge/frustration. Funding models were
described as inappropriately competitive and inadequate or insufficient given the local
reality. Other challenges noted include difficulties with access to appropriate social
sector supports and prejudice and perceptions of local community
100 players from across the East Scarborough eco-system were fairly consistent in
recommending that we focus on four things:





deepening ways in which we work together and communicate with one
another across all sectors (including and especially residents)
figuring out what jobs are coming to the community and plan training and
communications accordingly
making sure that training is as accessible effective and relevant to jobs
forecasted
finding ways to integrate essential skills training as part of the employment
pathway,

Data Summary
What’s working?
Current state of collaboration









There are strong connections: connections between Storefront and services;
connections between service providers; connections between trades and
training; cross-sector partnerships
There is capacity in the system: Lots of services and organizations, service
providers have local knowledge
There is intention: planning tables, indicators of success are identified
There is connection with the local community: residents are connected and
partnering with agencies, knowledge of local jobs
Community collaboration: Better collaboration with organizations through East
Scarborough Works, Tables like SCENE that work to build relationships (and East
Scarborough Works)
Collaborations and networking within community: between Partnerships - EO
and employment and training, Anchor institution strategy approach,
Collaboration and referrals, Local champions strategy, Local job fairs, Direct
relationships with grassroots organizations, Coordination among agencies,
Resident engagement in the community (neighbourhood networking), local
hiring with local institutions (anchor) with greater infrastructure to invest in the
community

Specific programs:











Employer Incentives: employer wage subsidy, wage subsidy programs and
mentoring programs. Employers appreciate that the individuals come with
relevant training/certification
Seeing results in the investment in extended term training programs (Second
career)
Focused services specific to sector: Job seekers need specialized services that
are specific to the industry, Having a knowledge of different sectors, Lots of
knowledge/resources on sector pathways
Programs: Mentorship program - speedy mentoring, HWTC model of liaising
between employers and trainees, Lots of opportunity for pre-apprenticeships
and training (need for workers), Programs exist and there are a variety across
sectors, Bridging programs, Pre-apprenticeships Pre-app models do work,
Hospitality sector may work
Programs: Placements and volunteering opportunities, Ontario Youth
Apprenticeship Program (Getting more younger people involved, and more
women.) Payed /opportunities for all youth, Volunteering may work to learn skills
and get access
Utilization Programs: TCBN is a great model of training and hiring locally, Building
opportunities for Life Today (BOLT), Implementation for trades training center,

Brought together anchor institutions to collaborate and align (investing in
Scarborough)
Access to training/wrap around supports





There is training: for resume writing, dressing for success, interviewing
There are supports to reduce barriers: compensation is available while training;
childcare is available
Training: On-the-job training; Placements; sector-specific training; Short and
customized skills training; “Earning while you’re learning” model
Well ingrained support: Many agencies offer employment supports,
Governments fund the provision of supports, Mentoring, Ability to invest in the
most barriered with job supports

Current state of job market



There are jobs available
Changing perceptions of less desirable jobs: People are more open to these jobs
that were once looked down upon, Introducing children to the possibility of
trades through guidance programs
What’s challenging?

Lack of alignment between employment supply and demand










Expectations: about what is a good job, managing expectations, unrealistic
expectations
Having the right skills: mismatch of skills to jobs, middle aged workers not fitting
with changing jobs, literacy challenges, not having basic skills
Training: short falls, what is the timeline for when jobs are going to be available?
Support with transport, Location of training centers - often west or downtown;
What do individuals take away from training opportunities? Opening up age
requirements,
Anticipating Changes in Job market and community: What are the anticipated
needs for local opportunities that may arise, Sustainability to the local hiring,
Government needs to be at the table to make better use of permits, Knowing
which employers are hiring and for what types of jobs
Skill gaps and disconnects within trade training: Job-ready, skilled recruits or
applicants, Mismatch (labour force versus employer), Most CBAs in public
construction contracts are in infrastructure trades (sewer and water), but this isn’t
a very attractive trade. We should be matching job-ready individuals with
targets.
Time constraints: Not enough lead time to jobs

Communication across sectors










Need to improve awareness: what the future of jobs are, what jobs are available,
improve awareness of agencies about job availability
Communication: Awareness about employment service, Knowing where the
demand is
There is a lack of knowledge and awareness: are not aware of opportunities, not
aware what supports are available, not aware how to access supports
Gaps in Communication: Lack of communication between training providers
and the community - lack of resources, Job seekers knowledge of jobs - variety
of jobs in a sector, Communication pathway to connect is not there, Employers
don’t know where to go, leaving school and having little to no knowledge about
job availability
Awareness: Knowing the entry level positions available and how to access them,
knowing where to go, better mapping of what the entry points are, Local
residents fall through the gaps - how can they get connected?, Access to formal
education. How do they find out?
Awareness and communication: More employer awareness/participation in this
process (beyond institutions), What opportunities are available and how do you
access them, While you want people to plan and prepare for an opportunity in
the future, the individual needs to take care of their immediate basic needs.

Funding models








There is competitiveness between organizations: compete for funding, work in
siloes, organizations pitted against each other, competitiveness disrupts
collaboration
There are capacity challenges: lack of funding, no funds to advertise the
supports, none to support navigating the pathway
Funding challenges: Hard to get/qualify; inhibitive costs of accreditation/
commitment fees; Being able to fund sustainable employment options
Competitive model: Competition created by legislation when you view it from an
individual’s perspective, Competitive model discourages, Supports linked to
employment. Clients or employers don’t communicate employment outcomes
Competitive model discourages, competition created by legislation when you
view it from an individual’s perspective

Complexity of the system






There are challenges coordinating: difficult to connect with everyone, lack of
coordination between employers and EO, challenges coordinating institutional
and community stakeholders; each organization is working with its own referral
process
Lack of understanding: not knowing what is available, not knowing where to
start, not knowing what to prepare people for, not know what programs are
going to make a difference
Layers of systemic problems: Gaps in basic need fulfillment, Some people are still
trying to meet basic physical needs and lack of address, Can’t afford

telecommunications, System doesn’t accommodate for food on the table versus
learning new skills
Relevancy/effectiveness of programs and services










There is a disconnect: services don’t meet needs of the community, between the
supply (local job seekers) and demand (jobs); system is challenging to navigate
Need to engage employers: employers working with varying levels of readiness,
employers have a role to play, need to be part of teaching, mentoring, need
new approaches to hiring and deliberate equity strategies
Training: too youth focused, too focused on traditional skills and trades
Gaps in essential support that would reduce barriers: child care supports and
transportation
supports;
absence
of
supports
offered
after
preapprenticeship/training programs; lack of emotional support for individuals on the
pathway
Accountably: Lack of follow-through in strategies (measurable
benchmarks/accountability)
Lack of job readiness: lacking pools of job-ready/skilled candidates
Need to develop job seeker skills: develop transferable skills, matching skills to
jobs, develop literacy skills (upstream in schools)

Access








Trade certification and Union: Licensing/certification can be challenging, Getting
into trades - do pre-apprenticeship but don’t get apprenticeship with employer,
Trades/unions/prof/ass’ns - selective process, Difficulty getting into unions legislation that restricts unions, There needs to be a better understanding of how
to enter into pre-apprenticeship programs - eligibility, what’s the process for
entry, what does the pathway look like?, Knowledge about pre-apprenticeship
programs
Barriers to participation: Need to be able to afford to volunteer, Transportation,
How can the process be better/easier/more affordable? , Restrictive eligibility
requirements
Barriers to access: Getting people into the unions, While you want people to
plan and prepare for an opportunity in the future, the individual needs to take
care of their immediate basic needs.
Barriers: Access to childcare

Geographic issues




Geography: there is a lack of transportation in Scarborough
Geographic & travel challenges: distance; accessibility of the location; over all
lack in public transit
Geographical Issues: Employers accessing job seekers who are furthest away
from the job market. How? , Training facilities are moving north - hard to access,
Not all jobs will be local or be local forever, Transit, Trade - mobility

Stigma




Prejudice and perceptions: Defining what “local” means - alignment of interests
and efforts, Prejudice and perceptions of local community, Tension between
“local” and “equity.”
Other barriers: language, stigma, jobs that don’t balance with family, poverty is
isolating and need to move away from thinking it is an individual problem

What do we need to da
Keep improving collaboration/co-ordination and communication














More collaboration and connections: Barriers to collaboration need to be
addressed; Connections are a necessity ; Important to bring employers on early;
need to improve and strengthen the network or bringing it locally
Effective communication from Government agencies: The province needs to
The need for networking: More employers to be engaged, Organizations to open
their doors for a day of discovery (seeing what a job is all about), Networking
opportunities (for job seekers) s
Integrated, multi-level communication: How to engage employers in realistic
expectations - employer education, Better matching (job seeker) → role →
compensation, Employers, agencies and job seekers need to communicate
Integrated, multi-level communication: How to engage employers in realistic
expectations - employer education, Better matching (job seeker) → role →
compensation, Employers, agencies and job seekers need to communicate
Networking and collaboration: More partnerships between employers and
unions, More coordination across the sector - institutional and community,
Integrated planning: Get employers involved, engagement of three levels, Public
body setting targets, local hire strategy and good jobs strategy need to be
better aligned,
Full service meeting place: Facilitators - someone to connect people who are
job-ready to employers who need to fulfill these targets, Hub with job-ready
individuals

Improve/communicate what jobs will be coming to Scarborough so that people can
prepare for them




Anticipating changes in job market and community: More knowledge about
labour market and specific industries (trends and future needs), Employment
supports not just at specific locations in the pathway, but at many different
points - need to be revisited.
Timing/anticipating future needs: that we need to know where things stand
ahead of time to prepare local residents for opportunities that may arise, It’s all
about the timing, look to infrastructure plans to plan for the needs that will
present in the future,



t needed here

Improve effective employer relevant training




Ongoing training and support needed: Employees might benefit from workforce
development workshops, Know the gaps going in, Provide supports to folks 6
months to 1 year after they’ve landed the job so people can retain jobs, gaps in
the pathway and interventions, Employers need support (how to avoid
turnover/retention). Provide comfort to employer that we will be a support/plan
to assist
Training: Short form trainings for job readiness,

Connect literacy, essential skills and wrap around services to employment supports




Barriers to readiness: People have survival needs, including literacy and basic
skills. These need to be addressed before you can get to resume writing, at the
end of the month, participation dwindles (cost of transportation)
Ongoing funding and training: Funding that goes beyond landing the job, Wraparound supports that go beyond the finding and placement of the job, We need
to be able to support the employers (incentives tied to longevity of the
relationship)

